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Rehearsing Perfection 
I spend my days rehearsing perfection, willing 

the curtain to go up, the show to begin. 

I reach back to a myriad experience of blue, 

catch onto the edge of a meaning, and 

rip my carefully constructed premise. 

Crying away all the stale hopes accomplished nothing 

but waterfalls and deep-sea voyages, 

with me as the salty sailor. 

Earlier, glancing into your eyes, "Professor" Steve, 

I couldn't give myself up to the current 

with no direction back. Now, grasping a compass, 

I let go. 

Seating across November-slate skies, Grey 

figured eight of the Holy Truths. 

I slipped the rest in my pocket for later. 

I roll on home to me, and encounter a rainbow 

faded from years of neglect. 

I spent a lifetime repainting the sky, 

and went on to crown myself Queen of Clouds. 

Into a sea of dark, Dave sails by 

with a song and a truth. The wind 

follows like a blessing. 

I run through a forest with Springtime Zaney and 

manage to hurdle the clouds. 

As we climb a tree, Mike smiles 

with rustic wisdom and 

sends us a song for next time. 

The moment is special. I find Ann 

on a beach in communion with the waves. 

I sob my own song out of tune, pushing 

sand-castles through holes in the darkness. 

Laura came and sat with me, her silence 

too effective for words. 
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The sun was setting as' 

reached shore, and alone, I walk away. 

Dried biscuits and honey fill in a landscape. 

Yesterday, stepping out of my shoes, 

I touched the earth in a new way, both of us 

joining in a lover's embrace of need. 

A tree resulted, growing beyond my perception 

of boundaries. 

I climbed to the top, gazed into a mirror, and 

saw more than I've ever been before. 

I touch one who is Steve, and together 

we visit the sun beyond twilight's prism, I sense 

my colours have changed. 

In tribute, I dust the new day 

with my brilliant colours. 

Kymberly Anne Bazzy 
Our Venture 
Walking hand and hand 

we journeyed on empty roads 

sharing thoughts, 

expressing feelings. 

Standing side by side 

we caressed the softness of life 

kissing lips, 

embracing bodies. 

Loving heart to heart 

we found the essence of completeness 

giving all, 

expecting nothing. 

Marcia Rzab 
